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Abstract. Previous studies have shown that self-regulation plays a major 
role in learning in academic contexts. The ability to regulate one’s 
behaviors guides us towards goals that we are trying to achieve. The 
theoretical background includes perspectives to self-regulation. The aim 
of the study was to investigate university students’ self-regulation in 
relation to their academic achievement in a Flipped Classroom learning 
context. A total of 230 university students of a multidisciplinary research 
university participated in this study. The students were asked to 
complete an on-line questionnaire. The questionnaire included various 
items on self-regulation of learning, time-management, lack of 
regulation, and task-avoidance. The various perspectives related to 
students’ self-regulation of learning seemed to form reliable dimensions 
and a functional structure in accordance with the composite variable 
from earlier studies. The students were divided into three statistically 
significant profile groups: Students with high self-regulation skills, 
Students with low self-regulation skills and Students with low self-
regulation skills and high task-avoidance. The results showed that the 
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students’ self-regulation profile was related to academic achievement in 
Flipped Classroom courses. Especially students with low self-regulation 
skills and high task-avoidance were struggling. Self-regulation plays a 
major role in academic achievement and the choices that students make 
at universities. 
  
Keywords: Self-regulation; task avoidance; time management; flipped 
classroom; learning environment 

 

Introduction 
In recent years, a pedagogical approach called Flipped Classroom (FC) has 
spread out to universities and has become popular. FC is defined as a student-
centered learning approach in which learning content is delivered outside of 
class, preferably online, and classroom hours are used for students to engage in 
collaborative learning activities (Bergmann & Sams, 2015; Hao, 2016; Winter, 
2018). In fact, FC is based on the socio-constructive learning perception, in which 
social interaction is seen as crucial for students’ learning. The FC approach is 
usually conceived so that in the first phase of the learning process, students 
study the learning material on the internet during a certain time period. After 
that, in the following days, these issues are talked about, discussed, and applied 
further in a face-to-face session, to construct the knowledge about and knowhow 
on the subject area. The FC approach is not a very well theorized construct, and 
it does not guarantee a learner-centered learning culture as it focuses on moving 
tasks in space and time (e.g. Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015). However, according 
to Mazur, Brown, and Jacobsen (2015), the Flipped Classroom approach that 
emphasizes collaborative learning, group work and accessibility can enable and 
support inquiry-based learning. According to Hao (2016), self-regulatory skills 
are crucial to achieving academic success in an FC context because of students’ 
need to preview learning material beforehand. There is also evidence that the FC 
approach may allow more students’ self-regulation than normal learning 
environments (Talbert, 2017). This may be because students are able to choose 
more freely when they study, schedule their own studying and, for example, 
choose how many times they go through the study material. 
 
Earlier research has suggested that FC is seen positively in higher education, 
where, according to Hao (2016), the majority of the students felt that the learning 
experience was good and it met students’ learning needs. However, some of the 
students did not prefer FC because they were unwilling to study the required 
learning material by themselves beforehand (Hao, 2016). In this study, we focus 
on how students’ self-regulatory skills are present in the Flipped Classroom 
context and how this is related to learning achievement. 
 
A lot of research has been done in the past decades on students’ learning 
patterns in colleges and universities (cf. Gijbels, Donche, Richardson, & 
Vermunt, 2014). Several studies have shown that the learning behavior may 
differ due to the students’ age or the diversity of the students’ approaches to 
learning and varying learning environments (Berliner & Biddle, 1997; Parpala, 
Lindblom-Ylänne, Komulainen, Litmanen, & Hirsto, 2010). In this respect, we all 
are individuals with varying backgrounds, and we bring our perceptions, skills 
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and experiences to learning situations. Various psychological processes play key 
roles in how we try to achieve our goals. In this study, we focus on what kind of 
capabilities university students have in terms of regulating their own learning 
processes and how they are related to their learning achievements in a learning 
environment which utilizes the FC approach. The theoretical background in 
terms of self-regulation in this study is generally based on Zimmermann’s (2005) 
self-regulated learning (SRL) theory, in which students’ regulation of learning is 
considered to flow through three phases: forethought, performance and self-
reflection phase. Self-regulated learning skills are considered to be important 
21st century skills which support lifelong learning. The development of 
pedagogical approaches and, more generally, learning environments requires 
teachers to change their habits and practices of teaching, but more importantly, 
it also requires students to change their ways of learning. This study focuses on 
that. As we aimed at changing teaching-learning environments with the Flipped 
Classroom or Flipped Learning approach towards supporting more student-
centered or learner-centered learning, we also reduced teacher regulation of the 
teaching-learning situations. As teacher regulation decreases, it gives the 
students a possibility to increase the regulation of their own learning at the same 
time (e.g. Toivola, 2016; Toivola & Silfverberg, 2015). Therefore, it is essential to 
investigate students’ self-regulated learning skills in relation to achievement on 
courses that follow the Flipped Classroom approach.  
 
Nowadays, educational technology plays a major role in learning environments, 
where studying in universities without a computer is tough or even impossible. 
Thus, information and communication technology (ICT) skills are crucial while 
studying in universities and using ICT environments. Previous studies have 
suggested that learning environments have an impact on how students are 
capable of learning (Entwistle, 2003; Parpala et al., 2010; Baeten, Kyndt, 
Struyven, & Dochy, 2010). In the 21st century there is a need for innovative and 
constructive learning environments which facilitate students’ active role and 
where students can regulate their own learning effectively (Schunk & Ertmer, 
2005) Vermunt & Vermetten, 2004).  
 

Self-regulated learning as an important skill for higher education 
students 
Students who enter higher education studies have usually many years of 
experience of what it is to be a student. However, their capabilities of guiding 
and monitoring their own studying and learning processes vary. Students use 
different kinds of strategies in their learning processes; functional strategies are 
more likely to be used in future (Schunk & Ertmer, 2005; Carver & Scheier, 2005). 
According to Vermunt and Vermetten (2004), experienced students have more 
abilities to alternate between different learning strategies. Students that can vary 
their learning strategies by self-regulating their learning processes are more 
likely to succeed in academic tasks (e.g. Schunk, 1994; Boekarts & Niemivirta, 
2000; Heikkilä & Lonka, 2006). Learning environments may also have an impact 
on students’ self-regulated learning. Students prefer learning environments 
where they can regulate their own learning through the provided options 
(Schunk & Ertmer, 2005). Previous studies have shown that students’ undirected 
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learning pattern seems to be negatively related to study achievements, while 
meaning-directed learning was associated with positive study achievements 
(Vermunt & Vermetten, 2004). Regulation activities that are demonstrated 
before, during or after learning process steer the cognitive and affective activities 
and therefore lead, according to Vermunt and Vermetten (2004), indirectly to 
learning outcomes. 
 
There are various theories about self-regulation. However, Zimmerman’s (2005) 
theory of self-regulated learning (SRL) is widely used and well known, and 
according to Panadero (2017), it seems to form a basis for many cyclical process 
models of self-regulation. According to the SRL model, students are active 
learners who can regulate their own learning by many different ways and 
change those ways during the learning process (Schunk, 1994). SRL models are 
based on the constructive assumption, in which learners are seen as active and 
constructive participants in learning situations, building their own meanings, 
goals and strategies in the learning process (Pintrich, 2005).  
 
According to Zimmerman (2005), self-regulated learning (SRL) includes the 
cognitive, metacognitive, motivational and emotional aspects of learning. Thus, 
it cannot be seen only as focusing on academic learning in formal contexts. It 
also has an important role in lifelong learning and, as such, as part of students’ 
21st century skills (e.g. Voogt, Erstad, Dede, & Mishra, 2013). Self-regulation 
does not occur only while executing the task (performance phase), but also 
before (forethought phase) and after (self-reflection phase) it when planning 
incoming tasks and generating self-reflections that have an effect in later 
performances (Zimmerman, 2005). Several studies have found that students’ 
personal, social, familiar, instructional, and environmental factors are related to 
students’ self-regulation (Berliner & Biddle, 1997; Baeten et al., 2010).  
 
While Zimmermann (2005) suggested that we should perceive learning from 
various viewpoints, such as cognitive, metacognitive and emotional, Vermunt’s 
(1996) study operationalizes learning in terms of three similar categories of 
strategies: cognitive, affective and metacognitive. A student uses cognitive 
activities while processing the learning content. Affective learning activities 
involve feeling competence in the learning process, and metacognitive 
regulation is used to regulate cognitive and affective learning activities, leading 
to results in learning (Vermunt, 1996). 
 
How a student uses learning content outside of the syllabus can be seen as an 
academic self-regulatory skill (Vermunt & Vermetten, 2004): high-achiever 
students are seen more as learning for understanding the subject matter 
(Entwistle & Tait, 1990). Self-regulation of learning content also measures how 
much effort the student is willing to put on an academic task while performing 
it. Low self-regulatory skills are often consequences of personal problems, which 
according to Zimmerman (2005) may appear as apathy, disinterest or mood 
disorder. In formal learning contexts, lack of regulation has been related to 
ambivalent learning orientation and cooperation, which lead to an undirected 
learning style (Vermunt & Verloop, 2000; Vermunt & Vermetten, 2004) in which 
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the student needs to rely on the teacher and other students instead of self-
regulating their learning independently (Entwistle & Peterson, 2004). Low 
emotional feelings about studies and a need of support can indicate lack of 
regulation. Vermunt and Vermetten (2004) define lack of regulation as follows: a 
student is unable to regulate their own learning process and perform upcoming 
tasks independently. Previous studies have shown that an undirected learning 
style has been related to low study success (Busato, Prins, Elshout, & Hamaker, 
1998). 
 
A student’s lack of regulation should be observed in time, or it might lead to 
task-avoidance because the student’s regulatory skills are not at an appropriate 
level (Nurmi, Aunola, Salmela-Aro, & Lindroos, 2003). Lack of regulation has been 
negatively related with optimism and positively with task-avoidance in previous 
studies, so lack of regulation can be seen as a negative phenomenon of learning 
(Heikkilä, Lonka, Nieminen, & Niemivirta, 2012). If students are not able to 
develop their self-regulation skills from the state of lack of regulation, it may 
cumulate to a cycle of negativity and present further challenges for students’ 
self-regulatory skills. Lack of regulation and low self-esteem have been seen as 
related to an undirected learning pattern, in which student try to rely on other 
students and teachers without having any motivation for learning (Entwistle & 
Peterson, 2004).  
 
As lack of regulation of learning and task avoidance may be related, task 
avoidance can be a problem for university students for many reasons. Moreover, 
for a teacher in higher education, it is hard to observe task avoidance in student 
behavior because students are often themselves responsible for keeping up with 
tasks and completing courses. Emotions are students’ affective activities, which 
can make an academic task easier or make it more difficult (Vermunt & 
Vermetten, 2004). Previous studies have shown that students with active self-
regulation are more likely to succeed when facing challenges than students with 
a low self-esteem and regulation (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Schunk & Ertmer, 
2005; Nurmi et al., 2003; Heikkilä, Niemivirta, Nieminen, & Lonka, 2011). Some 
students also have dysfunctional orientation and therefore avoid upcoming 
tasks (Lonka et al., 2008). In general, low self-regulation has been related to task-
avoidance and low academic achievement (Eronen, Nurmi, & Salmela-Aro, 1998; 
Nurmi et al., 2003; Lonka et al., 2008). Low self-regulation is problematic in 
many ways: negativity towards school or formal education can lead to joining 
deviant peer groups (Zimmerman, 2005) where improving it can be even more 
difficult. Lack of regulation and high task avoidance may lead to negative cycles, 
as according to Nurmi et al. (2003), students who reported a high level of task-
avoidance also referred to a lack of effort after failure. 
 
University students use their time differently: some students make accurate 
timetables about their studies while others do not even own a calendar. Time 
management can be seen as a part of self-regulated learning processes as 
resource management (cf. Schunk, 2005), where students with active regulation 
of their learning are more capable of organizing, planning and managing time 
than students with low skills of self-regulation of learning (Schunk & 
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Zimmermann, 1997). Pintrich (2005) found that self-learners’ and high-achievers’ 
time use was beneficial because of high self-regulation. In an academic context, 
students with good time management skills use their time functionally and plan 
their activities beforehand. In terms of SRL, time management processes 
function mostly before the self-regulation process and during it. 
Karagiannopoulou and Milienos (2015) found that time management activities 
seem to be beneficial for learning as students with a strategic approach to 
learning tried to use time as well as possible and got the best learning 
achievements. Thus, time management may have important contributions to the 
regulation of learning as well as student achievement.  
 
Skills for self-regulated learning affect study achievements because students are 
more likely to put the effort on activities that they value (Schunk & Ertmer, 
2005). There is evidence that well-organized students accomplished better in 
learning achievements (Baeten et al., 2010). 
 

The purpose of the study 
This study aims to reveal what kind of self-regulated learning skills university 
students report and how their skills are related to learning achievement during 
Flipped Classroom courses. For this end, we first needed to construct a 
contextually meaningful instrument which is sensitive to the dimensions of the 
FC approach. Therefore, we needed to include perspectives from various 
instruments used to measure self-regulated learning. 
 
This research seeks to address the following questions: 
1) How do the theoretically collected measures seem to describe dimensions of 

self-regulated learning? 
a. Structural validity and internal consistency of the used measures? 
b. How are university students’ self-regulation of learning, task-

avoidance and time management capabilities connected on a person-
oriented level? 

2) How are students’ self-regulation profiles related to the learning outcome 
level in a Flipped Classroom context? 

 

Methods 
The convenience sample included 230 university students (Mage = 25.75; SDage = 
7.07) from a large Finnish interdisciplinary research university and its 16 
courses. More particularly, there were 162 female students (70%) and 68 male 
students (30%), and the gender distribution of the data represents Finnish 
university students well. The respondents of this study were from various 
disciplinary backgrounds such as health sciences, social sciences, humanistic 
disciplines, educational sciences, information sciences and forestry. Data were 
collected during academic year 2016–2017 by an electronic survey at the end of 
flipped classroom courses. The teachers of these courses had participated in FC 
training and had received knowledge about FC (e.g. core content analysis of the 
curriculum, pre-materials with technology, in-class activities, assessment 
practices and students’ guidance and counselling) and how to implement FC in 
their teaching. This set the foundation for teaching, learning and learning 
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environments. However, the actual FC environments, particularly in the contact 
meetings, were based on the training and varied based on different disciplinary 
and teacher needs. Thus, no general FC learning environment could be 
identified. Response rate varied from 25% to 75% in the courses. Courses with a 
response rate lower than 25% were not used in the analysis as the data contained 
either extremely negative or positive responses violating normal distribution 
assumptions of the data. Thus, we considered data from courses with a response 
rate lower than 25% as biased data. Participation in the study was voluntary for 
students, and informed consent was obtained from each individual respondent. 
The study follows the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
 
The research questionnaire used in this study was composed from several 
functional questionnaires: the Inventory of learning styles (ILS; Vermunt, 1994), 
the Strategy attribution questionnaire (SAQ; Nurmi, Salmela-Aro, & Haavisto, 
1995) and the Motivated strategies for learning questionnaire (MSLQ; Pintrich, 
1991). According to Valli (2018), the best way to collect information is to use 
questionnaires which have been tested previously and proved functional. We 
used only parts (i.e. scales) of the above-mentioned instruments fitting to the 
research questions. The selection of instrument scales for investigating self-
regulation skills was done in the beginning of the research project. To our best 
knowledge, this kind of joint combination of scales questionnaire has not been 
used to measure self-regulation before.  
 
The ILS pattern contains cognitive, self-regulative, metacognitive and 
motivational components about students’ learning (Vermunt & Vermetten, 
2004). In this study, we used a part of it to measure the students’ self-regulated 
learning in terms of process and outcome (SRP, six questions; e.g. “To test my 
own progress, I try to describe the content of a paragraph in my own words”), 
contents (SRC, four questions; e.g. “If I do not understand a study text well, I try 
to find other literature about the subject concerned”), and lack of regulation (LR, 
five questions; e.g. “I realize that it is not clear to me what I have to remember 
and what I do not have to remember”). Students responded to the ILS with a 
five-point Likert type scale: 1 = rarely to 5 = always. Back-translation procedures 
were used by the research team Ameba (Hirsto, Sointu and Valtonen) in order to 
have a functional translation of the ILS into Finnish. 
 
The SAQ consists of 10 different subscales which measure students’ thinking 
and operation strategies while learning in higher education (Nurmi et al., 1995). 
We used task-avoidance (TA) with four questions (e.g. “If I assume I will face 
trouble, I usually find something else to do”), and students answered the 
questionnaire with a six-point Likert-type scale (1 = totally disagree – 6 = totally 
agree). With the SAQ, an already existing Finnish translation was used (e.g. 
Hirsto, 2012). 
 
The Motivated strategies for learning questionnaire (MSLQ) consists of two 
different sections, which are the motivation section and the learning strategies 
section (Pintrich, 1991). We used the learning strategies section, where four 
questions related to time management (TIM; e.g. “I make good use of my study 
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time for this course”) were used and students responded to them with a six-
point Likert-type scale (1 =totally disagree – 6 = totally agree). With this 
composition of measures, we were able to achieve a more comprehensive view 
of students’ self-regulation skills. In this study we report the above-mentioned 
measures (not all the project data is reported). With the MSLQ, we used an 
already existing Finnish translation. In this study the learning achievement was 
measured by the grade which the students achieved at the end of the course 
varying from 1 to 5. 
 
First, we tested the structural validity of our SAQ and MSLQ items with 
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with principal axis factoring (PAF) and direct 
oblimin rotation. According to Field (2018), principal axis factoring is preferred 
if the aim of the study is to restrict conclusion to the collected sample. Oblique 
rotation is used when factors can correlate with each other (Field, 2018). The 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure for sampling adequacy, Bartlett’s test, 
eigenvalues, scree plot and the amount of variance explained, and rotated factor 
loading were used to evaluate the adequacy and fit of the data. We expected the 
KMO to reach a value of 0.8 to indicate reliable factors, Bartlett’s test p<0.05 to 
indicate that the correlations between variables are significant, and eigenvalues 
as well as the scree plot to present the best solution for the structure. EFA can be 
done for measures with different scales (i.e. 1-5 and 1-6) because EFA is based on 
correlations, and thus, the scores are already standardized. 
 
The structural validity results were confirmed from the perspective of internal 
consistency of subscales (i.e. factors). For this form of reliability, Cronbach alpha 
(α) was used. We expected alpha level 0.7 (e.g. Nunnally, 1978) or higher to 
indicate adequate internal consistency of factors.  
 
The results of EFA and (α) were used to calculate composite scores (i.e. mean 
sum variables) in order to hold the original metric of the measures for 
interpretation purposes. Then, to acquire a person-oriented exploratory 
approach, we conducted a k-means cluster analysis with all of the composite 
scores (i.e. SRP, SRC, LR, TA, TIM) to find potentially different kinds of student 
groups in terms of their capabilities to regulate their own learning. In k-means 
cluster analysis the respondents are divided into groups as homogenous as 
possible, but between groups there are as big differences as possible (MacQueen, 
1967; Han & Kamber, 2001; Heikkilä, 2010). Cluster analysis forms groups that 
are not known beforehand, and the researcher’s task is to name them 
(Metsämuuronen, 2011) based on the results, earlier theories and empirical 
evidence. Then, the result of the clusters was compared to the learning 
achievement. In the Finnish university context, grades are 1 = sufficient, 2 = 
satisfactory, 3 = good, 4 = very good and 5 = excellent. Grades were divided into 
three different groups, grades 1 and 2 making up the low learning achievement 
group, grades 3 and 4 the intermediate learning achievement group and grade 5 
the high learning achievement group. To compare the clusters to learning 
achievements, a One-way ANOVA test was carried out to find differences 
between groups. After that we performed Tukey’s post hoc test to identify 
where the differences were. According to Metsämuuronen (2011), Tukey’s post 
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hoc test is a conservative test which does not indicate differences between two 
clusters too easily. Finally, Cohen’s d was calculated estimating the effect size of 
detected significances, where d < 0.1 does not indicate effects, d = 0.2–0.4 
indicates small effects and d = 0.5–0.7 indicates intermediate effects (Cohen, 
1988). SPSS statistics v25 was used for analyzing the data. 
 

Results 
 

Various dimensions of self-regulated learning 
The result of the EFA demonstrates adequate functioning of the selected 
measures, and the factor loadings are high on their own factor with few 
exceptions. A KMO value of 0.85 verified the sampling adequacy for the 
analysis. The Bartlett test was below 0.01, indicating significant differences from 
zero correlations. Initially, the EFA produced a six-factor solution with 
eigenvalue larger than 1. However, only one item loaded to the sixth factor and 
we wanted to follow the original measurement structure. Thus, we tested a five-
factor structure and it replicated the original structure. The alphas ranged from 
0.69 to 0.89, indicating adequate internal consistency of the suggested factor 
structure. The EFA result was confirmed with the Cronbach alpha (α), and all 
the factors met the set criteria. Table 1 presents the means, standard deviation, 
factor loading after rotation, α, eigenvalues and percentage of variance 
(explained variance). 
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Table 1: Exploratory Factor Analysis (Principal Axis Factoring) with oblique rotation 

 Rotated Factor Structure 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor5 

TA1 -.87     
TA2 -.74     
TA3 -.71     
TA4 -.89     
LR1  .54    
LR2  .70    
LR3  .60    
LR4  .46    
LR5  .53    
SRP1   .64   
SRP2   .47   
SRP3   .47   
SRP4   .82   
SRP5   .74   
SRP6   .46   
SRC1    .67  
SRC2    .59  
SRC3    .65  
SRC4    .55  
TIM1     .55 
TIM2     .53 
TIM3     .61 
TIM4     .65 

Eigenvalues 5.84 3.41 1.52 1.34 1.06 
% of variance 25.37 14.80 6.60 5.82 4.62 

Cronbach α .88 .71 .79 .70 .69 

Original sum variable mean 3.17 2.32 2.81 2.94 3.86 

Original sum variable SD 1.13 0.70 0.75 0.74 0.95 

Note. Factor loading under .40 cleared from the table. Task avoidance TA, Lack of 
regulation LR, Self-regulated learning process and outcome SRP, Self-regulated learning 
contents SRC, Time management TIM. 

 
The exploratory factor analysis shows that each group presented an underlying 
factor based on the theoretical background with five factors (eigenvalue > 1). 
The Cronbach α varied between .69 to .88, meeting the criteria set for the study. 
The means varied from TA (M = 3.17, SD = 1.13; range 1–6) and TIM (M = 3.86, 
SD = 0.95; range 1–6) to LR (M = 2.32, SD = 0.70; range 1–5), SRP (M = 2.81, SD = 
0.75; range 1–5), and SRC (M = 2.94, SD = 0.74; range 1–5). Some variables 
(especially Time management) also loaded quite strongly other factors than their 
own factors. Still, every variable’s highest loading was on its own factor. 
 

University students’ self-regulation, task-avoidance and time 
management capabilities - a person-oriented approach 
The aim of the cluster analysis with SRP, SRC, LR, TA and TIM composite 
variables was to provide a person-oriented perspective on students’ self-
regulation. Cluster-analysis is a customary method for a person-oriented 
approach. The intention was to find distinct groups of students with differing 
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self-regulation profiles. More particularly, the aim was to measure what kinds of 
self-regulatory profiles exist, when the various dimensions measured in this 
study as perspectives to self-regulation (i.e. SRP, SRC, LR, TA and TIM) were 
considered. For the cluster analysis, listwise omission was selected to exclude 
the results where single data was missing. After several analysis and based on 
theoretical considerations and earlier empirical evidence, a meaningful 
interpretation with a three-cluster solution was selected. The cluster analysis 
results are presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Cluster analysis with listwise omission (10 iterations) 

  

Cluster 1 
Students 
with low 

self-
regulation 

(N= 78)  

Cluster 2 
Students 
with high 

self-
regulation 

(N=74)  

Cluster 3 
Students 
with low 

self-
regulation 

and high TA 
(N=77)  

All data 
(N=230) F 

ETA 
Square 

  M (SD)  M(SD)  M(SD)  M(SD)   

SRP  2.38(.57)a  3.42(.58)b  2.64(.65)c  2.81(.75) 60.90 0.35 

SRC  2.56(.58)a  3.52(.64)ab  2.76(.63)b  2.94(.74) 51.26 0.31 

LR  1.99(.54)a  2.16(.68)a  2.80(.58)b  2.32(.70) 38.80 0.26 

TA  2.89(.71)a  2.24(.71)b  4.35(.71)c  3.17(1.13) 177.34 0.61 

TIM  3.97(.59)a  4.63(.71)b  2.98(.71)c  3.86(.95) 116.98 0.51 

Note. SRP Self-regulated learning process and outcome, SRC Self-regulated learning 
contents, LR Lack of regulation, TA Task avoidance, TIM Time management, M mean, 
SD Standard deviation. Means with significant differences are identified with 
different superscripts (Tuckey p<.05). 
 

The first cluster comprised 78 participants (34%). This group scored relatively 
low on all items except on task avoidance and time management on which they 
were in the middle, and we labelled it as students with low self-regulation. The 
second cluster had 74 participants (32%), and these students scored high on self-
regulation of process and content as well as time management, but low on task 
avoidance and lack of regulation. This cluster was labelled as students with high 
self-regulation. The third cluster consisted of 77 participants (34%). These 
students scored relatively low on self-regulation on processes and contents, and 
relatively low on time management, but considerably high on task avoidance 
and lack of regulation compared to other groups. We thus labelled this cluster as 
students with low self-regulation and high task avoidance. As was expected 
with the k-means cluster analysis, the ANOVA table showed statistically 
significant differences between the clusters in terms of the dependent variables 
(i.e. SRP. SRC, LR, TA, TIM). In interpreting the means in Table 2, it should be 
noticed that TA and TIM scales are from 1 to 6, whereas the rest are from 1 to 5. 
 
The main difference between the two clusters of low self-regulation (clusters 1 
and 3) was that cluster 3 included significantly higher task-avoidance. Tukey’s 
post hoc tests were conducted to point out the significant differences between 
self-regulation sub-scales and clusters. Thus, there were statistically significant 
differences (p < .05) on every self-regulation subscale between clusters except in 
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SRC between cluster 1 and cluster 3 and in LR between cluster 1 and cluster 2, 
where there were no statistically significant differences. 
 

Students’ self-regulation profiles and learning outcomes 
We compared the cluster groups to the level of learning achievement presented 
by the course grade. Learning achievements followed general Finnish higher 
education grading schema (1–5). The grades were not quite distributed equally, 
and therefore the grades were regrouped as follows: grades 1 and 2 formed the 
low learning achievement group, grades 3 and 4 formed the intermediate 
learning achievement group and grade 5 formed the high learning achievement 
group. Group suppression was made to get more than 5 counts per group for 
proper analysis (Table 3). Also, suppression made interpretation more 
appropriate. There seems to be a significant association between clusters and 
learning achievements (χ2 (4) = 13.37, p < .05). To further understand the 
differences, a One-way ANOVA with post-hoc tests were conducted.  
 
In comparing the clusters and learning achievement means by One-way 
ANOVA, there were statistically significant differences between groups. Tukey’s 
Post hoc test was conducted, and one statistically significant difference was 
found. It was between students with Cluster 2 (high self-regulation) and Cluster 
3 (students with low self-regulation and high TA) (F (2.226) = 4.696, p = .10). The 
post-hoc test revealed that students with high self-regulation achieved better 
compared to students with low self-regulation who reported high task 
avoidance (p = .009). There were no statistically significant differences between 
other groups. Between cluster 2 and 3, the effect size was calculated by Cohen’s 
d (Lenhard & Lenhard, 2016) and it was 0.5, which has been interpreted as an 
intermediate effect (Cohen, 1988). 
 

Table 3: Learning achievements counts (N) and clusters 

 

 Cluster 1 
Students 
with low 

self-
regulation 

(N = 78)  

Cluster 2 
Students 
with high 

self-
regulation  

(N = 74)  

Cluster 3 
Students with 

low self-
regulation 

and high TA 
(N = 77)  

Total 
(N = 229) 

Learning 
achievement - 
Cluster 
subscale: 

 
n  

(row %) 
 

n  
(row %) 

 
n  

(row %) 
 

n 
(total %) 

Low learning 
achievement  

 
15  

(40%) 
 

9  
(24%) 

 
14  

(36%) 
 

38 
(100%) 

Intermediate 
learning 
achievement  

 
35  

(33%) 
 

27  
(25%) 

 
45  

(42%) 
 

107 
(100%) 

High learning 
achievement  

 
28  

(33%) 
 

38 
 (45%) 

 
18  

(21%) 
 

84 
(100%) 

Note. Cluster counts and percentages compared to learning achievements. The total 
of every learning achievement category is 100%. 
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Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to investigate university students’ self-regulation 
dimensions using a specific questionnaire, for which key composite variable 
from various studies were used. The perspectives included in the measurements 
were designed with regard to specific contextual perspectives and requirements 
on students’ learning related to flipped classroom. It was not enough to consider 
the regulation of contents and processes and lack of regulation, but also 
students’ skills in time management and level of task avoidance were considered 
important, as students in FC models usually need to plan when and how they 
use time for preparing for the FC classes in relation to other study requirements. 
The focus was especially to understand what kind of self-regulation profiles 
students had in these investigated courses, which were designed based on the 
flipped classroom approach. Secondly, the aim was to study how the found self-
regulation profiles were related to students’ learning achievement in terms of 
the course grade on the flipped classroom course. 
 
First, the questionnaire’s internal consistency was tested. EFA showed that the 
self-regulation subscales (i.e. SRP, SRC, LR, TA and TIM) had strong connections 
to their own individual dimensions. Still, some of the subscales seemed to 
overlap with each other (for example TIM), because self-regulation can be seen 
as a multidimensional phenomenon in which different subscales are related to 
each other. The reason for that might be that time management is a very 
dominant aspect of self-regulation as students control it every day. It may also 
be so that, while students are regulating their learning either in terms of the 
learning process or the content, they are, at the same time, also managing their 
time use. Based on the results, the used student self-regulation indicator works 
well by measuring student self-regulation, task-avoidance and time 
management.  
 
Next, we used K-means cluster analysis to measure what kind of self-regulation 
profiles were identified in the sample. Three different profiles were found and 
named: students with low self-regulation, students with high self-regulation and 
students with low self-regulation and high task-avoidance. The cluster analysis 
showed that a student’s skills to regulate their learning in terms of the learning 
process and outcome (SRP) and skills to regulate their learning in terms of the 
content to be learned (SRC) resonate with each other and are on the same level 
depending on how high or low the student’s self-regulation is. In other words, 
students that had high self-regulatory skills preferred to use more content 
outside of the syllabus than students with low self-regulation. Also, the same 
students did not report lack of regulation or task-avoidance in their studies, 
which seems reasonable. Instead, students with low self-regulation seemed to 
have lack of regulation and task-avoidance at some level. However, the amount 
of lack of regulation and task-avoidance varied a lot between low self-regulated 
students: students with low self-regulation in cluster 1 did not report having 
experienced high task-avoidance in their studies, unlike the other low self-
regulation group (cluster 3). It is noteworthy that low self-regulation is not self-
evidently related to high task avoidance in university studies. These results 
differ in some parts from previous studies, where low self-regulatory skills 
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predicted task-avoidance and low learning achievements (see. Nurmi et al., 
2003). Finally, active self-regulation is related to more functional time 
management in university studies, where task-avoidance is related to a more 
non-functional time management. Therefore, we recommend that students with 
low self-regulatory skills should be supported by teachers and peers to get self-
regulation on at least an intermediate level, for example, by giving constructive 
feedback (cf. Grow, 1991). 
 
In this study, high self-regulation was related to high learning achievement: 
highly self-regulating students reported high time management, low lack of 
regulation and low task-avoidance. Results are similar to previous studies, 
where high self-regulatory skill students were able to perform better in terms of 
learning achievements (Beishuizen & Stoutjesdijk, 1999; Lonka & Ahola, 1995) 
and high achievers managed to use their time more properly (Zimmerman & 
Martinez-Pons, 1986). However, the results showed that the relation was not so 
simple, as there was no significant difference in achievement between students 
of high self-regulated learning skills and students with low self-regulated 
learning skills, but low self-regulation with task-avoidance seems to lead to 
problems with achievement in the FC approach. Thus, the only statistically 
significant difference was between students with high self-regulation of learning 
and students with low self-regulation of learning and high task-avoidance. 
Because there was no significant difference between the high self-regulation 
group and the other passive group, we can figure out that high task-avoidance is 
a key ingredient in low learning achievements in a Flipped Classroom learning 
environment. This finding requires further investigation and thought of how to 
tackle that in the FC pedagogic approach. Through which means, teachers could 
help students to handle task avoidant tendencies. This is an important issue in 
FC, as it usually is designed so that it relies on students to take care of and 
complete the pre-assignments before they come to the face-to-face sessions. It 
they fail in that, they are also more unlikely to be able to utilize the face-to-face 
sessions efficiently.  
 
In the lowest-achieving cluster, time management skills were also somewhat 
lower, in addition to the higher level of task avoidance. In comparison to 
Pintrich’s study (2005), in which self-learners’ and high-achievers’ time use 
seemed to be beneficial because of high self-regulation, here the low self-
regulation profile was not as unequivocal as it seemed to divide students into 
two separate clusters, where regulation of the process and content seemed to 
give a different representation than task avoidance of time management. It may 
also be so that these challenges of task avoidance and time management emerge 
together, so that students have difficulties in planning their time use and 
approximating the time required for them to complete the pre-assignments, 
which may result in task avoidance behavior. Nevertheless, they might think 
that they try to reflect on their own learning in terms of the process and 
outcomes and study deeper the contents while they are doing the learning work, 
but they have difficulties in getting started. The causal relationships were not 
investigated here; it remains as a challenge for further research. However, in 
terms of understanding varying achievements on courses designed according to 
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the FC approach, students’ challenges in terms of Zimmerman’s (2005) 
forethought phase seem to differentiate between student groups. Thus, if they 
assume that they will face trouble or challenging tasks, they will find something 
else to do and will perhaps not study any more. However, they are capable of 
monitoring their learning during the performance phase (i.e. they try to test their 
progress by describing the content of paragraphs in their own words, and if they 
do not understand a study text well, they try to find other literature about the 
subject concerned) when they have actually started their studying and the 
contents are not too difficult. 
 

Limitations and future research 
In this study, we used a convenience sample because the response rate among 
the participants on some of the flipped classroom courses stayed on such a low 
level that we thought that the received responses might not represent well the 
perspectives in general among all participants. In further studies, it is 
recommended to use stronger sampling methods to verify the result of the 
study.  
 
Moreover, the sample was collected with only those who participated in flipped 
classroom courses. In future studies it would be meaningful to use a comparison 
sample from other learning environments. This could give more insights on 
whether task-avoidance is also common with regular university studies or 
whether it is only a flipped classroom phenomenon.  
 
In future studies, it could also be interesting to create a regression analysis 
model to see if self-regulation subscales would predict students’ learning 
achievements. The findings could support course planning as self-regulation 
subscales’ effectiveness would be better known to the student and the teacher.  
 
In this study, we focused on students’ self-regulation in relation to learning 
achievement. Future research could focus on several self-regulation cycles by 
measuring how self-regulation develops while studying in university and how 
learning achievement is related to the student’s self-regulation. In that way it 
could be possible to estimate the direction of students’ long-term self-regulation 
and use this information to perhaps provide support for students who are 
struggling with such challenges in these courses or learning environments 
designed based on the FC approach. Further research could also benefit from a 
quasi-experimental design, in which the relations with the low self-regulation 
skills and task avoidance could be investigated to understand whether this task 
avoidance challenge is more typical for students studying according to a flipped 
classroom design. 
 
In future studies external regulation as well as shared regulation could be added 
to the scales as a subscale of self-regulation. A lot of university courses demand 
teamwork, where as an individual it can be harder to self-regulate towards one’s 
own goal. 
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